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Where the Red Fern Grows
Chapter 3
Answer the following questions in FULL and COMPLETE sentences!!
1. What is Billy’s plan to get his coonhounds? Do you think it will work? Why or why not?

2.

Why do you think Billy’s grandfather helps him get the hounds?

3. What might it feel like to work for two years to achieve your dream?

Vocabulary: Use the context clues to figure out the best definition for the underlined word in each
of the following sentences. Circle the letter of the meaning you choose.
1. An abundance of crops was grown on the fertile l and.
a. Productive
b. Swampy
c. barren
2. We g
 rieved when our grandfather died.
a. Prayed
b. Slept

c. left

d. rocky

d. Mourned

3. The boy had to sacrifice w
 atching television for two weeks as punishment for disobeying his
father.
a. Increase
b. Relinquish
c. enjoy
d. Continue
4. There was such a commotion i n the classroom that the principal appeared.
a. Surprise
b. Debate
c. production

d. disturbance

5.They put a muzzle o
 n the dog because they were afraid it would bite the children.
a. Bed cover
b. Long leash
c. mouth covering
d. Guard rail
6. The urgency i n her voice indicated the seriousness of the problem.
a. Insistence
b. Anger
c. hilarity

d. loudness

7. The captain did not abandon the ship until each of his passengers were safely aboard the raft.
a. Destroy
b. Leave
c. repair
d. guide
8. My friends were d
 umbfounded when they learned they had won the lottery.
a. Angry
b. Annoyed
c. joyous

d. Astonished

Figures of Speech- Billy uses descriptive language to create vivid images. Explain what is meant by
each of the following passages:
1. I saw the hurt in his eyes. It made me feel like someone was squeezing water out of my heart.
2. The land was rich, black and fertile. Papa said it would grow hair on a crosscut saw.
3. He swelled up like a sitting hen.

Writing Activity:
Imagine you are Billy. Write a journal entry describing your thoughts and feelings as you work to earn
enough money to buy the dogs. Conclude your entry with your feelings when you know you will get
the dogs.
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I have a very
creative,
interesting topic
sentence with a
“hook.”

I have a topic
sentence, but it
doesn’t have a
“hook.”

I have a topic
sentence, but it
is an “I’m going
to write
about….”
sentence.

I have a topic
sentence, but I
change topics in
the paragraph.

I don’t have a
topic
sentence.

Supporting
Details
(Evidence and
Examples)

I clearly explain
all of my ideas
and give clear
evidence to
support the topic

I explain all of
my ideas and
give evidence to
support the
topic-but it may
be unclear at
times

I struggle to
explain my
ideas OR give
evidence to
support the
topic

My ideas OR
give evidence to
support the
topic- are
missing or
confuse the
reader

My ideas AND
evidence are
UNCLEAR
and DO NOT
support the
topic

Spelling and
Grammar

My paragraph is
free from
spelling and
grammar errors.

I have only (1-2)
small spelling or
grammar errors.

I have a few
(3-4) spelling
and grammar
errors that
distract the
reader.

I have several
(5-6) spelling or
grammar errors,
but the reader
can figure out
what I’m saying.

I have so
many spelling
and grammar
errors, that
people can’t
read my
paragraph.

Topic
Sentence

